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About This Game

Stop the creeps in this nostalgic action roguelite!

Halloween night. A sleepy town called Creekside. A mysterious whirring jolts you from your sugar coma. As you peer out the
window, wiping the sleep from your eyes, you question your sanity: Hordes of Creeps assemble around ominous antennas!

Where are the cops?! Where are the adults?! Is no one going to stop this?! It turns out that the nefarious Dr. Apollyon opened a
portal to the Bottomless Pit. It’s going to be up to you to stop Dr. Apollyon before he takes over the world! But first, save

Creekside so we can all get back to trick-or-treating!

You play as a reluctant, middle-school hero named Squirt who awakens on Halloween to discover his town overrun by Creeps.
Squirt’s weapons of warfare are randomized guns and costumes with unique abilities. Squirt’s gun has randomized attributes;

deplete Squirt’s ammo, and Squirt will automatically switch to another randomized gun. Collect upgrade tokens to permanently
unlock new ammo types. Roguelite means lots of deaths, but store upgrades, ammo unlocks, costume unlocks and money

carryover. Five distinct zones make up Creekside; complete objectives to advance to the next zone.

Creekside Creep Invasion garners inspiration from the gameplay of Binding of Isaac and Nuclear Throne; the contemporary
sub/urban setting of old school games like TMNT arcade, Zombies Ate My Neighbors, and River City Ransom; and a dash of

the whimsy of EarthBound mixed in.
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Features include:

 Full story between levels; set in 1989 on Halloween night.

 Four difficulty modes.

 Randomized guns with over 20 unique ammo types and combo versions that transform when you reload.

 Your gun randomizes ammo type, single shot, double shot, triple shot, combo shot(2 ammo types at once), bullet
speed, rate of fire, range and damage every time you reload.

 Upgrade seven stats and find power-ups, rare power-ups and power-downs.

 Over 100 perk based armor pieces to find and equip in five armor slots.

 Armor is equipped on pick up replacing your current armor with you only knowing what you got after you
equip it, some armor has negative attributes. Armor also has durability and must be repaired to keep using it.
You like that baseball bat? Well you only have one more map to repair it or you loose it.

 Over 20 Costumes, each having a Super variant. Costumes all have unique passive and activated abilities.

 Handcrafted/procedural levels with bonus rare areas to discover. Maps are handcrafted and connected
procedurally to create levels.

 Permanent unlocks and store upgrades. Unlock tons of ammo types, costumes and upgrade your mini-mart
with an ATM, a lotto machine, extra stock and more.

 Dozens of enemy types, with new enemy types appearing in every new area.

 Tons of surprises and secrets.

 60 fps

 Full Controller / keyboard & mouse support\
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Title: Creekside Creep Invasion
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ouch Giver Games
Publisher:
Ouch Giver Games
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2017
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The modding community is great, and so is the game. Great game for low price. I have 1, 2, 3, and 6 and finished them all and
got over 100 hours of enjoyment for under $10 for all 4 on sale. Warning for those like myself who bought it thinking it was a
city builder. It's more of a puzzle game but still enjoyable. Very chaallenging if you want those 3 stars.. I have only played the
Intro I scenario against the AI (General) so far. I did not encounter any card play bugs, or any (serious) bugs at all. There were a
few minor things that might have been glitches, but they did not affect gameplay. Every function is pretty clear from the
interface without having to read a manual. I was able to enjoyably play The Great War. I am familiar with the rules of the board
game, and that may affect the learning curve. I am recommending this game based on the promise of online multiplayer being
added in a future update, as I feel that is really needed for a game like this.. Bugs, glitches and a rather unintuitive UI (no
tooltips, or ways to check current objectives) mar this game. It's very clear that this game could've done with a few more weeks
of polishing. However, the basic concept is pretty fun. It's very similar to Ghost Master, where you scare the inhabitants and or
visitors of your home, except that game is a tad more indepth. Considering this is a first attempt from The Fine Young
Capitalists, don't expect any panty droppers... just a simple, fun game where you scare
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of unsuspecting people looking for a thrill. I think my favorite part of the game
is the varied number of characters, their reactions and the character models themselves. A very interesting artstyle to say the
least. All in all, it's worth 5 bucks and it makes for a passable first outing. Can't wait to see what else comes from this company.
Impressions:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AoTheNlPOjA. Get the trilogy!!! Again more of the same Alien Breed action.. This is a
fun witty adventure that comfortably challenges your brain.. very nice game
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An incredibly fun little game. Very restricted number of maps, and the single-player AI is.. well.. a little on the dumb side. The
game only gets hard when you're absolutely massively outnumbered, because then there's a decent chance that someone will try
to take a potshot at you :)

Even so, this game is extremely fun. pick-up-and-play kinda fun.. Nothing too taxing.. No hard rules to understand.. just fly and
shoot. Very well recommended if you have a fair internet connection and want to have a play online.. Easy to use, good
debugging options and nice UI, direct Python Reference, good project managment. Everything that you can wish your python
IDE has to have! :). had a problem with my game account not working, developer did nothing to help and actively avoided my
attempts to contact him. too many hours. A must have if you got the Portsmouth direct line. a really fun game!
Great to play if you have a spare hour and pretty accurate too!
7\/10. This DLC adds a numbers of, as the store blurb mentions, "Fates" that modify your starting character in big ways. You
can still play as the default adventurer if you'd like, but the new options come with entirely new rules, new equipment, and
surprisingly different playstyles. On top of that, each new Fate has a new, unique sequences of encounters specific to that Fate.
It's great stuff, and it adds a ton of replayability to the game for a very reasonable price.
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